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More than a year in the top 10!If the charts come out too small on your device just email me and I

will send a link to download all illustrations, no cost, no spam.Weekly options are getting more and

more popular and are available for a wide range of stocks and ETFs. No wonder, since you have

the chance to play this sector with limited capital and great returns.You have to be careful, though.

Most of the expensive coaches and webinars just teach you a number of strategies but fall short in

telling you how to properly apply them. Simply establishing spreads and iron condors based on the

Greeks and statistics could be detrimental to your financial health. If you ever struggled to avoid the

maximum loss on an iron condor you know what we mean. We will show you with practical

examples and many illustrations how to approach this market in a dynamic way. Our strategies do

not require a lot of capital, keep risk under tight control and are suitable even for small and medium

sized accounts. The strategies are suitable for day trading as well as swing trading.We just tell what

we do and that goes beyond the mere description of some strategies as you will find elsewhere. We

will teach you also the proper way to use stop loss orders which will save you a ton of money.There

will be no invitations to costly webinars nor any sales pitch to indicators or other material.Should

your device not display the charts and illustrations correctly, just shoot us an email and we will

provide you with a different access, of course without charge or spam.
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Analysis & Strategy

More useful for experienced traders. I don't have the chart and the indicator but I followed their

suggested alternatives. It is a volatility explosion trade in my view. Then why credit spread instead

of straddle? Dynamic means leg in and leg out, additional directional call or put in real time. The

most profits come from the dynamic trading. Not everyone can act that fast.

I like the idea of a concise ebook specific to just one trading strategy,these books don't cost a lot

and can be downloaded and readin an afternoon.The book is informative and well written and easy

to understand,with charts and trading examples.In addition, the material fits in with the type of

trading I do.I would recommend this book to people with some trading experience,and exposure to

options before jumping in. This is the second bookI have read by the author.Ken

Excellent book on using Heiken Ashi, Candle Sticks and TTM Squeeze in a concise manner that

improves the chances of your credit spreads working out in the short period of a week. Also

improves your odds of just using straight calls and puts. Simple and to the point this is a very good

primer on Weekly Options trading. It keeps it simple and you can certainly add any of your own

technical studies to what they recommend to improve further your directional bias. It is most

certainly worth the price and a great addition to anyone's trading book library.

Trading in this book is easy to follow and straight forward reading. I'm surprised they didn't promote

a subscription service like so many others do. Rather, the authors give you the tools to find good

trades and then just do them yourself. Well worth the price of the book!

There aren't many books on weekly options, which are quite new to the options scene. I welcome

this book, which introduced me to a method for trading these rapidly wasting assets. The author

takes you step-by-step through trading setups, using his methodology, giving the reasons why he

did or did not take the trade. Highly interesting and valuable. Well done!

Great job taking us through day by day strategy putting on credit spreads and legging into IC.I am a

member of John Carter's Simpler Options and your book helped tremendously really understand the

squeeze and the TOS platform with great examples taking us through trades day by day as price



movement developed.I will be looking up HA to study it more next.The constant changes of

momentum and price are challenges for new traders and your approach takes that into account and

furthermore allows a trader to maximize opportunities as those changes develop.

Gives reasons when to take credit spread, when to add long call or put. Better way to control stop

not by the price of option but by the price of the stock. I wish there were a videos of trades in this

book.

Read it and understand a simple, yet effective methodology of trading that works. He provides rules

of entry and exit as well.The author unselfishly gives you a way to be profitable. It is now up to you

to work it. Just add this to your tool kit and enjoy the results. As always, learn before you try to earn.
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